vegetable

Taifun vacuum conveying systems
for vegetable processing plants

safe and ergonomic
The Taifun disposal funnels can be placed near the
working areas, reducing the need for your staff to lift
or stretch out for anything.

reliable partnership
Our approach is to look at things from our customers’
point-of-view. Our aim is to work with you to find solutions
to your problems, to reduce your production costs and to
improve your profitability.

improved profitability

excellent hygiene

superior quality

With the Taifun vacuum conveying technology, the waste

The vacuum system feeds the material in even batches.

The use of the Taifun conveying system allows you to

is disposed through funnels located in the working areas

The waste is removed from the working area automatically

maintain a high level of quality throughout your production

and the funnels are emptied automatically. This means

and instantly and no waste is left to accumulate near

line. The excellent hygiene standards also help to ensure

that it is no longer necessary to transport waste around the

the working areas. The Taifun system complies with all

the superior quality of your end-product and an improved

production area manually, in bins or carts. The Taifun system

the EU laws and regulations on surface hygiene.

customer satisfaction.

allows your staff to concentrate on more productive work.
MariMatic www.marimatic.com

MariMatic Oy designs, manufactures and
markets Taifun vacuum conveying and
vacuum cleaning systems for industrial
use, responding to requirements of the
food industry and professional kitchens
for handling and conveying different types
of materials, ranging from waste and byproducts to final products.

profitable co-operation
for a cleaner environment
Success requires new approaches. Co-operation with MariMatic, 
a vacuum technology professional, offers you many advantages.
MariMatic Oy designs, manufactures and markets Taifun vacuum
conveying and vacuum cleaning systems for industrial use,
responding to requirements of the food industry and professional
kitchens for handling and conveying different types of materials,
ranging from waste and by-products to final products.
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MariMatic Oy has specialized in Taifun vacuum conveying
technology since 1983, providing waste & by-product handling
and conveying solutions for a wide range of businesses globally.
Over 500 Vacuum Conveying Systems have been supplied for fish
processing plants, abattoirs, poultry processing plants, vegetable
processing plants, professional kitchens and other industries.
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